The molecular clock runs at different rates among closely related members of a gene family.
The serum albumin gene family is composed of four members that have arisen by a series of duplications from a common ancestor. From sequence differences between members of the gene family, we infer that a gene duplication some 580 Myr ago gave rise to the vitamin D-binding protein (DBP) gene and a second lineage, which reduplicated about 295 Myr ago to give the albumin (ALB) gene and a common precursor to alpha-fetoprotein (AFP) and alpha-albumin (ALF). This precursor itself duplicated about 250 Myr ago, giving rise to the youngest family members, AFP and ALF. It should be possible to correlate these dates with the phylogenetic distribution of members of the gene family among different species. All four genes are found in mammals, but AFP and ALF are not found in amphibia, which diverged from reptiles about 360 Myr ago, before the divergence of the AFP-ALF progenitor from albumin. Although individual family members display an approximate clock-like evolution, there are significant deviations-the rates of divergence for AFP differ by a factor of 7, the rates for ALB differ by a factor of 2.1. Since the progenitor of this gene family itself arose by triplication of a smaller gene, the rates of evolution of individual domains were also calculated and were shown to vary within and between family members. The great variation in the rates of the molecular clock raises questions concerning whether it can be used to infer evolutionary time from contemporary sequence differences.